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ABSTRACT
The traditional model of market equilibrium supports impressive existen e results, in luding the elebrated ArrowDebreu Theorem. However, in this model, polynomial time
algorithms for omputing (or approximating) equilibria are
known only for linear utility fun tions. We present a new,
and natural, model of market equilibrium that not only admits existen e and uniqueness results paralleling those for
the traditional model but is also amenable to eÆ ient algorithms.
Categories and Sub je t Des riptors: F.2 [Analysis
of Algorithms and Problem Complexity℄: General;
General Terms: Algorithms, E onomi s.
1.

INTRODUCTION
The mathemati al modelling of an e onomy by Walras
[16℄, followed by the proof of existen e of market equilibria
by Arrow and Debreu [2℄ are onsidered of entral importan e in mathemati al e onomi s. However, the issue of
omputing an equilibrium has not had similar su ess (e.g.,
see S arf [14℄). Re ently, Papadimitriou [13℄ and Deng, Papadimitriou, and Safra [8℄ have brought this question to the
forefront within the theoreti al omputer s ien e ommunity, and pointed out the pau ity of polynomial time algorithms for su h questions. [8℄ gave polynomial time algorithms for omputing equilibria for linear utility fun tions
provided the number of goods or buyers is bounded, and
left the question of extending this to unbounded goods and
utilities.
A partial answer to their question was provided in [6℄,
who gave a polynomial time algorithm for the linear version of Fisher's problem [14℄. [12, 4, 10℄ gave approximation
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s hemes for the linear utilities ase of the Arrow and Debreu model; the rst two are based on [6℄ and the last is an
au tion-based algorithm. In the 1950's Eisenberg and Gale
[9℄ had given a onvex program for omputing equilibrium
pri es for the linear version of Fisher's model. Hen e, using
the ellipsoid algorithm, equilibrium pri es an be approximated for this ase. An exa t polynomial time algorithm
follows from a orollary of [6℄ that equilibrium pri es have
small denominators. More re ently, Jain [11℄ gives a onvex
program whi h an be used for omputing equilibrium pri es
for the linear version of the Arrow-Debreu model using the
ellipsoid algorithm and diophantine approximation, leaving
open the problem of obtaining a ombinatorial algorithm.
In this paper we de ne a new lass of utility fun tions
to deal with the following two de ien ies of linear utility
fun tions. First, sin e linear utility fun tions are additively
separable, a buyer may end up spending all her money on
a single item. Non-separable utility fun tions, su h as those
used by Arrow and Debreu, do not su er from this problem;
however, su h utility fun tions are not easy to deal with
omputationally. To deal with this issue, we will generalize
linear utility fun tions by spe ifying a limit on the amount
of money buyer i an spend on good j ; buyer i's total utility fun tion is still additively separable over goods. Se ond,
linear utility fun tions do not apture the important ondition of buyers getting satiated with goods, e.g., as done by
on ave utility fun tions. To apture this, we generalize further: buyer i has several linear utility fun tions for good j ,
ea h with a spe i ed spending limit. We may assume that
these fun tions are sorted by de reasing rates, and hen e
apture the ondition that buyer i derives utility at de reasing rates on getting more and more of good j . As shown
below, these fun tions an be written as one de easing step
fun tion. More generally, spending onstraint utilities will
be de ned via arbitrary de reasing fun tions (rather than
de reasing step fun tions).
Su h utility fun tions are natural { typi ally, people do
have rough estimates, either impli it or expli it, on the fra tion of their budget they are willing to spend on di erent
items, say milk, meat, and ho olates. The exa t amounts
spent on these items will of ourse depend on their relative
pri es. Sometimes spending onstraints are also imposed
from outside, e.g., mortgage ompanies impose a limit on
the amount of loan made so that the monthly payment is no
more than a ertain fra tion of one's in ome.

Let us extend Fisher's model with de reasing step spending onstraint utility fun tions. Additionally, we enhan e
the model by assuming that ea h buyer has utility for money,
also spe i ed via a step fun tion. Now, at spe i ed pri es,
a buyer may prefer to spend only part of her money. The
notion of equilibrium is generalized appropriately: all goods
need to be sold but not all money needs to be spent. The
analogous enhan ement to the linear ase is alled quasilinear in e onomi s. Our main algorithmi result is a polynomial time algorithm for omputing (the unique) equilibrium pri es for this model.
We show existen e of equilibrium pri es for the spending onstraint extension of both Fisher and Arrow-Debreu
models with ontinuous, de reasing utility fun tions. For
the former, Brouwer's xed point theorem suÆ es, however
for the latter we need full power of Kakutani's xed point
theorem. In the former ase (Fisher's model), equilibrium
pri es are unique and in the latter ase (Arrow-Debreu) they
are not. Uniqueness of equilibria has been onsidered important, sin e it is another indi ation of stability within markets, e.g., see [3℄.
Using our algorithm for step de reasing utility fun tions
as a subroutine, we give an FPTAS for arbitrary de reasing utility fun tions for Fisher's model. We also use this
algorithm as a subroutine to give an FPTAS for de reasing
step utility fun tions in the spending onstraint extension of
Arrow-Debreu model. Further extensions yield an FPTAS
for arbitrary de reasing utility fun tions in this model as
well.
Similar to [6℄, our algorithm for step de reasing utility
fun tions operates by monotoni ally raising pri es until equilibrium pri es are rea hed. Su h a pro edure is supported by
the fa t that these utility fun tions support weak gross substitutability, i.e., raising the pri e of good j annot de rease
the demand for good j 0 .
The key point of departure with [6℄ is the following: In
the linear ase, at any given pri es, ea h buyer i has a set of
most desirable goods. Any allo ations made from this set of
goods makes i equally happy; it is not essential to allo ate
any parti ular good from this set. Indeed, the algorithm of
[6℄ exploits this freedom fully { it does not need to ommit
to any allo ations as the pri es are being raised; allo ations
are made only at the end, after equilibrium pri es have been
omputed.
In our setting, at any pri es the optimal bundle of buyer
i will involve for ed allo ations, i.e., at these pri es, buyer i
ne essarily wants to spend a ertain amount of her money
on ertain goods. However, as pri es hange, some of the
for ed allo ations may be ome undesirable to buyer i and
need to be deallo ated. The main new idea of the algorithm
is a way of arrying out this ba ktra king in a way that still
leads to polynomial running time.
If utility fun tions are assumed stri tly on ave, there is
a unique optimal bundle of goods for ea h buyer at any
given pri es. Therefore, if market learing pri es are announ ed, ea h buyer an ompute her optimal bundle in
a distributed manner and buy goods a ordingly, and the
market will lear. Su h utility fun tions are onsidered important in E onomi s; however, attempts at extending the
algorithm of [6℄ to the ase of on ave, or even pie ewiselinear and on ave utilities, have so far failed. Let us outline
the main diÆ ulty involved.
The algorithm of [6℄ is inspired by the primal-dual s hema,

with pri es playing the role of dual variables in this \primaldual-type" algorithm. Almost all known primal-dual algorithms work by monotoni ally raising dual variables; very
few su h algorithms use more sophisti ated me hanisms of
in reasing and de reasing dual variables in order to obtain
a better dual solution. Indeed, the latter is extremely diÆult to arrange. We observe that pie ewise-linear utilities do
not satisfy weak gross substitutability. As a result, raising
the pri e of j may require lowering the pri e of j 0 . Hen e
it is reasonable to assume that an iterative algorithm for
pie ewise-linear utility fun tions will need to in rease and
de rease pri es (dual variables) { a rather diÆ ult matter
to arrange, as mentioned above.
Our algorithm for step de reasing utilities may help nesse
this diÆ ulty via the following iterative pro edure: Let fij
be the pie ewise-linear utility fun tion of buyer i for good
j and let gij be its derivative. Observe that gij is a dereasing step fun tion. Observe that if the pri e of good j
is known, say pj , then the fun tion gij (xij pj ) gives the rate
at whi h i derives utility per unit of j re eived as a fun tion
of the amount of money spent on j , i.e., the utility fun tion
required in the spending onstraint model. Now onsider
the following pro edure. Start with an initial pri e ve tor
so that the sum of pri es of all goods adds up to the total
money possessed by buyers. Using these pri es, onvert the
given pie ewise-linear utility fun tions into spending onstraint utility fun tions and run the algorithm of the urrent
paper on this instan e to obtain a new pri e ve tor. Repeat
until the pri e ve tor does not hange, i.e., a xed point is
obtained. It is easy to see that pri es at the (unique) xed
point are equilibrium pri es for the given pie ewise-linear
utility fun tions.
We formally de ne the spending onstraint model, for
Fisher and Arrow-Debreu settings, in Se tion 2. Existen e
and uniqueness results are presented in Se tion 3. The
polynomial time algorithm for step utility fun tions for the
Fisher setting is presented in Se tion 4, followed by approximation algorithms for ontinuous de easing fun tions (Se tion 5). The results of Se tion 4 are from [15℄, and the
results of Se tions 3 and 5 are from [5℄. The spending onstraint models in the Fisher and Arrow-Debreu settings were
introdu ed in [15℄ and [5℄, respe tively.

2. THE SPENDING CONSTRAINT MODEL
Fisher's model onsists of a market with buyers and goods.
Ea h buyer has a spe i ed amount of money and her utility
fun tion for goods is spe i ed. The problem is to nd pri es
for goods so that after ea h buyer is given her optimal bundle
of goods (relative to these pri es), the market lears exa tly,
i.e., there is no de ien y or surplus of any good.
We extend this model via spending onstraint utility fun tions: Let A be a set of divisible goods and B a set of buyers,
jAj = n; jB j = n0 . Assume that the goods are numbered
from 1 to n and the buyers are numbered from 1 to n0 . Ea h
buyer i 2 B omes to the market with a spe i ed amount
of money, say e(i) 2 Q+ dollars, and we are spe i ed the
quantity, bj 2 Q+ of ea h good j 2 A. For i 2 B and j 2 A,
let fji : [0; e(i)℄ ! R+ be the rate fun tion of buyer i for
good j ; it spe i es the rate at whi h i derives utility per
unit of j re eived, as a fun tion of the amount of her budget
spent on j . If the pri e of j is xed at pj per unit amount of
j , then the fun tion fji =pj gives the rate at whi h i derives
utility per dollar spent, as a fun tion of the amount of her

budget spent on j . De ne gji : [0; e(i)℄ ! R+ as follows:
Z x i
fj (y )
gji (x) =
dy:
pj
0
This fun tion gives the utility derived by i on spending x
dollars on good j at pri e pj . Observe that by s aling the
fun tions fji appropriately we an assume w.l.o.g. that bj =
1 for ea h good j .
Ea h buyer also has utility for the part of her money that
she does not spend. For i 2 B , let f0i : [0; e(i)℄ ! R+ spe ify
the rate at whi h i derives utility per dollar as a fun tion of
the amount she does not spend. If i returns with x dollars,
the utility derived from this unspent money is given by

g0i (x) =

Z x

0

f0i (y )dy:

If fji is ontinuous and monotoni ally de reasing, gji will
be stri tly on ave and di erentiable. It is easy to see that
for su h fun tions, at any pri es of the goods, there is a
unique allo ation that maximizes i's utility.
The Arrow-Debreu model is the lassi al ex hange model.
The market onsists of agents, ea h having an initial endowment of goods, and having spe i ed utility fun tions for the
goods. The problem is to nd pri es for goods su h that after ea h agent sells her initial endowment at these pri es and
buys her optimal basket of goods, the market lears. This
model involves feedba k { the money possessed by an agent
depends on the pri es of goods. Hen e, any algorithm that
iteratively modi es pri es has to keep tra k of the hanging
amounts of money possessed by buyers, making this model
omputationally more diÆ ult.
The endowment of ea h agent i is a bundle of goods ei 2
[0; P
1℄A (instead of money, as before). ei 's satisfy: 8 j 2
A; i2B eij = 1: For this model, the spending onstraint
utility fun tion spe i es the rate at whi h an agent derives
utility for a good as a fun tion of the fra tion of money
spent, fji :P[0; 1℄ ! R: The total money earned by the buyer
is e(i) = j 2A eij pj . Via an appropriate s aling, the rate
fun tion an be treated the same way as in the Fisher setting.

3.

identi ally zero as well. Suppose that ea h fji is either ontinuous and stri tly de reasing in [0; e(i)℄, or zero. Further,
if for ea h i there is at least one j su h that fji is non-zero,
then say that the rate fun tions are ni e for this instan e.
Let fji 1 be the inverse of fji .
Given a target rate of bang per bu k value i for buyer
i, the money
that he should spend1 on good j is given by
 1
i
i
Mj = fj P( i pj ). This suggests a way to ompute i .
Re all that j 2A Mji = e(i). Therefore i is the solution to
the equation (in the unknown ):
X  i 1

j 2A

( pj ) = e(i):

(1)

Note that i pj ould be greater than fji (0), in whi h ase
the inverse does not exist. We an x this by de ning
fji 1 (x) = 0 for all x  fji (0). This preserves the on

tinuity of fji 1 sin e fji 1 is zero at fji (0). Similarly, we

extend fji 1 to x  fji (e(i)) by de ning it to be e(i) at
all these points. As long as the rate fun tions are ni e, (1)
has a unique solution. Sin e we de ned the inverse of a zero
fun tion to be zero, this ensures that a buyer never spends
any money on goods for whi h he has no utility.
We next establish the behavior of i with the hange in
pri es. Suppose that
for some j , pj is in reased in nites
imally. Then fji 1 ( pj ) either does not hange, or dereases in nitesimally. Therefore i , the solution to (1), either does not hange, or de reases in nitesimally. We state
this observation for future referen e:
Lemma 1. i is a ontinuous and non-in reasing fun tion of pj for all j .

3.2 Existence and uniqueness theorems
Let  () : Rn+ ! Rn+ be the demand fun tion in terms
of money, i.e., j (p) denotes the total amount of money
the buyers are willing to spend on good j at the given pri e
ve
P tor p.i In terms of the above notation, we get that j (p) =
i2B Mj . Therefore,
j (p) =

EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS

3.1 Characterizing the optimal bundle in the
Fisher setting
Throughout the paper, we will use the notation x to denote a ve tor, and xj to denote the j th omponent of x.
When the utilities are linear, i.e., fji is a onstant fun tion,
buyer i buys only those goods that maximize his \bang per
bu k", whi h is fji =pj . The orresponding hara terization
for the spending onstraint model is that the buyer buys
only those goods that maximize the rate at whi h he derives
his bang per bu k for that good. More pre isely, suppose
that i spends Mji amount of money P
on good j when he buys
his optimum bundle. (Note that j 2A Mji = e(i).) Let
i := maxj 2A fji (Mji )=pj be the maximum rate at whi h i
derives his bang per bu k. Then Mji > 0 ) fji (Mji )=pj = i ;
Mji = 0 ) fji (0)=pj  i .
Suppose that f : [a; b℄ ! R+ is ontinuous and stri tly
de reasing. Then f is invertible in [f (b); f (a)℄. Note that
f 1 : [f (b); f (a)℄ ! [a; b℄ is also ontinuous and stri tly
de reasing. If f is identi ally zero, then de ne f 1 to be

fj

X  i 1

i2B

fj

( i pj ) :

(2)



Sin e we already established that fji 1 is ontinuous, and
that i is a ontinuous fun tion of p (Lemma 1),  (p) is a
ontinuous fun tion of p. Sin e we assumed that there is a
unit amount of ea h good, the market equilibrium ondition
an be restated as  (p) = p. We now re all Brouwer's Fixed
Point Theorem that we use in establishing the existen e of
equilibrium.
Theorem 2 (Brouwer). Let g : S ! S be a ontinuous fun tion from a non-empty, ompa t, onvex set S  Rn
into itself, then there is an x 2 S su h that g (x) = x .

The goal is to de ne a ontinuous fun tion g from S =

fp : pj  0; Pj2A pj = Pi2B e(i)g, the s aled simplex of

pri e ve tors, into itself so that the xed point orresponds
to the equilibrium.  almost works for this purpose, ex ept
that it is not de ned when some pj = 0.


way to think about fji 1 ( pj ) is that it is the
length of the line segment y = between the y -axis and the
urve y = fji (x)=pj .
1 Another

Consider any j 2 A. Let i 2 B be su h that fji is non-zero.
Let e(i)  lj > 0 be su h that
fji (lj ) fji0 (e(i)=n)
 e(i)=n ; 8 j 0 6= j:
lj
There exists su h an lj sin e fjl(jlj ) tends to in nity as lj
tends to zero. It an be shown that if an equilibrium pri e p
exists, then pj  lj . We divide S into two parts, Sin := fp 2
S : pj  lj ; 8 j 2 Ag and Sout := S n Sin. When x 2 Sin
we let g (x) =  (x); when x 2 Sout, we let g (x) =  (x) where
x is the point in Sin that is losest to x. It is easy to he k
that g is indeed ontinuous on S and that the xed point of
g is an equilibrium.
i

Theorem 3. For all markets in the Fisher setting with
spending onstraint utilities, there exists an equilibrium pri e
ve tor if the rate fun tions are ni e.

For the uniqueness of equilibrium, we prove a more general
result.
4. A demand fun tion f satis es Weak Gross
if fj (p) does not de rease on in reasing
the pri e of any good j 0 other than j :
fj  0; 8 j 6= j 0 2 A:
pj 0
Definition

Substitutability

Lemma 5. The demand fun tion  satis es Weak Gross
Substitutability.
 1
( i pj )
Proof. From (2), it is enough to prove that fji
is a non-de reasing fun tion of pj0 . But the only dependen e
on pj 0 omes via i . Sin e fji 1 is non-in reasing, it is
enough to prove that i is a non-in reasing fun tion of pj 0 .
But this has already been established in Lemma 1.

6. A demand fun tion f satis es S ale Inif f does not hange when all the pri es are multiplied by the same non-zero s alar:
f (p) = f (p); 8  > 0:
Definition

varian e

Lemma

an e.

7. The demand fun tion  satis es S ale Invari-

Proof. Note that if i is the solution to (1) at the pri e
ve tor p, then i = is the solution at the pri e ve tor p.
Therefore fji 1 ( i pj ) is S ale Invariant, and in turn,  is
S ale Invariant.
Lemma 8. If the demand fun tion of a market satis es
Weak Gross Substitutability, and S ale Invarian e then the
equilibrium pri es are unique.
Proof. Suppose that there are two pri e ve tors, p and
q at whi h the market lears. Consider
 := max
( pj ):
j 2A qj
W.l.o.g   1. It is enough to prove that   1. Note that
for all j , qj  pj , i.e., q is omponent-wise bigger than
or equal to p. However, at least one omponent is exa tly
equal; let that omponent be j , i.e., qj = pj . Now onsider
the pro ess that starts with p and raises the pri e of ea h
good until it is q. Sin e we only in rease the pri es of goods

other than j , j does not de rease during this pro ess (by
Weak Gross Substitutability of  ), i.e., j (q)  j (p). Sin e
p is market learing, j (p) = pj . Further, pj = qj by hoi e
of j . On the other hand, j (q) = j (q) (by S ale Invarian e
of  ), whi h in turn is equal to qj sin e q is market learing.
So we have qj = j (q) = j (q)  j (p) = pj = qj : Hen e
  1 and we are done.
From Lemmas 5, 7 and 8, the following theorem follows.
Theorem 9. The equilibrium pri e ve tor for any market
in the Fisher setting, with spending onstraint utilities is
unique if the rate fun tions are ni e.

3.3 The Arrow-Debreu setting
We follow the exposition of the Arrow-Debreu Theorem
in [1℄ and prove an analogous theorem for the Arrow-Debreu
setting with spending onstraint utilities using Kakutani's
Fixed Point Theorem. We show that the ex ess demand in
our ase has essentially all the properties that the lassi
model has. We only state those properties here. For the
omplete proof, see [5℄.
Let  be the ex ess demand fun tion, i.e., j (p) = j (p)=pj
1. The market learing ondition translates to  (p) = 0. Let
S = fp 2 Rm
+ : p1 + p2 +    + pm = 1; pi > 0 8 i 2 Ag : If 
satis es the following properties,
1.  is ontinuous and bounded from below.
2.  satis es the Walras' law, i.e, p: (p) = 0 holds for all
p 2 S.
3. If a sequen e fpn g of stri tly positive pri es
n n
n
pn = (p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pl ) ! p = (p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pl )
and pk > 0 holds for some k, then the sequen e fk (pn )g
of the kth omponents of fk (pn )g is bounded.
4. pn ! p 2 S , with fpn g 2 S imply limn!1 jj (pn )jj =
1.
then there exists at least one ve tor p 2 S su h that  (p) =
0.
In the Arrow-Debreu setting, pri es are not unique. Consider two agents, with endowments (1; 0) and (0; 1) respe tively. Suppose that for ea h agent, the utility for his good
far outweighs the utility for the other good. Then the market lears for many di erent pri es, in whi h ea h agent buys
only his own good.
4. THE BASIC ALGORITHM
Consider the ase where fji 's are de reasing step fun tions.
If so, gji will be a pie ewise-linear and on ave fun tion. We
will all ea h step of fji a segment. The set of segments
de ned in fun tion fji will be denoted seg(fji ). Suppose one
of these segments, s, has range [a; b℄  [0; e(i)℄, and fji (x) =
, for x 2 [a; b℄. Then, we will de ne value(s) = b a,
rate(s) = , and good(s) = j ; we will assume that good
0 represents money. Let segments(i) denote the set of all
segments of buyer i, i.e.,
segments(i) =

n
[

j =0

seg(fji ):

Let us assume that the given problem instan e satis es
the following (mild) onditions:

 For ea h good, there is a potential buyer, i.e.,
8j 2 A 9i 2 B 9s 2 seg(fji ) : rate(s) > 0:
 Ea h buyer has a desire to use all her money (to buy
goods or to keep some unspent), i.e.,

8i 2 B :

X

s2segments(i);

rate(s)>0

value(s)  e(i):

Theorem 10. Under the onditions stated above, there
exist unique market learing pri es.

W.l.o.g. we may assume that ea h e(i) and the value
of ea h segment is integral. Given non-zero pri es p =
(p1 ; : : : ; pn ), we hara terize optimal baskets for ea h buyer
relative to p. De ne the bang per bu k relative to pri es p
for segment s 2 seg(fji ); j 6= 0, to be rate(s)=pj . The bang
per bu k of segment s 2 seg(f0i ) is simply rate(s). Sort all
segments s 2 segments(i) by de reasing bang per bu k, and
partition by equality into lasses: Q1 ; Q2 ; : : :. For a lass
Ql , de ne value(Ql ) to be the sum of the values of segments
in it. At pri es p, goods orresponding to any segment in
Ql make i equally happy, and those in Ql make i stri tly
happier than those in Ql+1 .
Find k su h that
X
X
value(Ql ) < e(i) 
value(Ql ):
1lk 1
1lk
By the onditions of Theorem 10, segments in Qk have nonzero rate. At pri es p, i's optimal allo ation must ontain
goods orresponding to all segments
P in Q1 ; : : : ; Qk 1 , and
a bundle of goods worth e(i) ( 1lk 1 value(Ql )) orresponding to segments in Qk . We will say that for buyer
i, at pri es p, Q1 ; : : : ; Qk 1 are her for ed partitions, Qk is
her exible partition, and Qk+1 ; : : : are her undesirable partitions.
At any intermediate point in the algorithm, not all for ed
partitions w.r.t. the urrent pri es will be allo ated. However, the for ed partitions that are allo ated must form an
initial set from the sorted list. More pre isely:
Invariant 1: For ea h buyer i, there is an integer ti su h
that the for ed allo ations to i orrespond exa tly to all
segments in partitions Q1 ; : : : ; Qti 1 , where Q1 ; Q2 ; : : : is
the sorted list of partitions of i relative to urrent pri es p.
We will say that Qti is the urrent partition for buyer i,
and we will denote it by Q(i) . The exa t value of ti depends
on the order in whi h events happen in the algorithm; however, when the algorithm terminates, ti = k as de ned in
above.

4.1 Ensuring monotonicity of prices
The algorithm iteratively raises pri es until equilibrium
pri es are rea hed. Clearly, a prime onsideration is to ensure that the equilibrium pri e is not ex eeded for any good.
We des ribe below a ondition that ensures this.
At any intermediate point in the algorithm, ertain segments are already allo ated. By allo ating segment s, s 2
seg(fji ); j 6= 0, we mean allo ating value(s) worth of good j
to buyer i. The exa t quantity of good j allo ated will only
be determined at termination, when pri es are nalized. In
addition, at an intermediate point in the algorithm, some
money would be returned to buyer i. Let returned(s); s 2

seg(f0i ), denote the amount of money returned to i, orresponding to segment s, where returned(s)  value(s). If
returned(s) > 0, then all segments s0 2 seg(f0i ) having
higher rate must be fully returned, i.e., there is at most
one partially returned segment for ea h buyer.
Let allo ated(j ) denote the total value of good j; j 6= 0
already allo ated and let spent(i) denote the sum of the
amount spent by buyer i on allo ated segments and the
amount of money already returned to her. Thus, when segment s is allo ated, value(s) is added to allo ated(j ) and
to spent(i), and when returned(s) money is returned to i,
orresponding to segment s 2 seg(f0i ), returned(s) is added
to spent(i). Also, de ne the money left over with buyer i,
m(i) = e(i) spent(i).
De ne the urrent bang per bu k of buyer i, (i), to be
the bang per bu k of partition Q(i) . This is the rate at
whi h i derives utility, per dollar spent, for allo ations from
Q(i) at urrent pri es. Next, we de ne the equality subgraph
G = (A; B; E ) on bipartition A; B and ontaining edges E .
Corresponding to ea h buyer i and ea h segment s 2 Q(i) ,
E ontains the edge (i; j ), where good(s) = j . The apa ity
of this edge, ij = value(s).
Denote by a, s and m the urrent allo ations, amounts
spent and left over money, i.e., (allo ated(j ); j 2 A),
(spent(i); i 2 B ) and (m(i); i 2 B ), respe tively. We will
arry over all thesePde nitions to sets, e.g. for a set S  A,
m(S ) will denote j 2S m(j ).
We next de ne network N (p; a; s), whi h is a fun tion of
the urrent pri es, allo ations and amounts spent. Dire t
all edges of the equality subgraph, G, from A to B . Add a
sour e vertex s, and dire ted edges (s; j ), for ea h j 2 A and
having apa ity pj allo ated(j ). Add a sink vertex t, and
dire ted edges (i; t), for ea h i 2 B and having apa ity m(i).
Throughout the algorithm, we will maintain the following:
Invariant 2: (s; A[B [t) is a min- ut in network N (p; a; s).
For S  A, de ne its neighborhood in the equality subgraph
to be
(S ) = fi 2 B j 9j 2 S with(i; j ) 2 Gg:
For A0  A and B 0  B , de ne (A0 ; B 0 ) to be the sum
of apa ities of all edges from A0 to B 0 in N (p; a; s). For
S  A, de ne
best(S ) = min fm(T ) + (S ; (S ) T )g;
T  (S )
and de ne bestT(S ) to be a maximal subset of (S ) that
optimizes the above expression. Observe that best(S ) is the
apa ity of the min- ut separating t from S in N (p; a; s).
Also observe that if T1 and T2 optimize the above expression,
then i 2 T1 T2 must satisfy m(i) = (S ; i). Hen e bestT(S )
is unique. We an now give a hara terization of Invariant
2 in terms of uts in the network.
Lemma 11. Network N (p; a; s) satis es Invariant 2 i
8S  A : p(S ) a(S )  best(S ):
A set S  A that satis es the inequality in Lemma 11
with equality will be alled a tight set. By the following
lemma, if Invariant 2 holds, there is a unique maximal tight
set.
Lemma 12. Assume that Invariant 2 holds. If S1  A
and S2  A are two tight sets, then S1 [ S2 is also a tight
set.

Corollary

set is unique.

13. If Invariant 2 holds, the maximal tight

4.2 Algorithm 1
Observe that if S is a tight set, market learing pri es have
been a hieved for these goods { unless the equality subgraph
undergoes hange { sin e the pri es of goods in S are just
right to exa tly exhaust the money of all buyers interested
in these goods. Hen e, the algorithm will stop raising pri es
of these goods (indeed, raising them will violate Invariant
2).
The algorithm partitions the equality subgraph G = (A; B; E )
into two: frozen and a tive, onsisting of bipartitions (A1 ; B1 )
and (A2 ; B2 ), respe tively (throughout this paper, A1 ; A2
will be subsets of A and B1 ; B2 will be subsets of B ). A1
is the maximal tight set of G, B1 = (A1 ), and the frozen
subgraph satis es p(A1 ) a(A1 ) = m(B1 ). The a tive subgraph satis es
8S  A2 : p(S ) a(S ) < best(S )
and so pri es of goods in A2 an be raised without violating Invariant 2. The ru ial job of partitioning the equality
subgraph is performed by subroutine freeze (see Se tion
4.3), whi h also performs other related fun tions. As argued in Se tion 4.3, the frozen and a tive subgraphs are
dis onne ted and hen e de oupled.
A buyer i is said to have a partially returned segment
s 2 seg(f0i ) if 0 < returned(s) < value(s). This happens if i
moves to the frozen subgraph before value(s) money orresponding to segment s ould be fully returned. If so, when
i returns to the a tive subgraph, the algorithm attempts to
return the rest of value(s) to i.
In order to ensure Invariant 2 at the start of the algorithm,
the following steps are exe uted:

ea h good j 2 A2 by x. Initialize x = 1, and start raising x
ontinuously.
As x is raised, one of four events ould take pla e (these
are exe uted in the order below, for reasons explained in the
proof):



{




dollar and all e(i)'s are integral, the initial pri es are
low enough that ea h buyer an a ord all the goods.
Clearly, ea h buyer's urrent partition will be her rst
partition.

 Next, we have to ensure that ea h good j has an in-

Next, partition the equality subgraph into frozen and a tive by alling subroutine freeze (see Se tion 4.3). Market
learing pri es have not been rea hed for goods in the a tive
subgraph and their pri es need to be in reased. We want
to do this in su h a way that the equality subgraph remains
un hanged. Observe that if buyer i has equality edges to
goods j and j 0 then
uij = uij 0 ; i:e:; pj = uij :
pj
pj 0
pj 0 uij 0
This suggests in reasing pri es in su h a way that the ratio
of pri es of any two goods is not a e ted, whi h in turn is
a omplished as follows: Multiply the urrent pri e, pj , of

Observe that for a set S  A2
su h that i 2 bestT(S ), best(S ) is de reasing
as returned(s) is raised (sin e m(i) is de reasing). As a result su h a set may go tight. When
this happens, subroutine freeze is alled to ompute the frozen subgraph; in the pro ess, i will be
frozen.
Event 1(b): returned(s) = value(s). In this
ase, money orresponding to segment s has been
fully returned.

{ Event 1(a):

 Fix all pri es at 1=n. Sin e all goods together ost one

terested buyer, i.e., has an edge in ident at it in the
equality subgraph. Compute i for ea h buyer i at
the pri es xed in the previous step and ompute the
equality subgraph. If good j has no edge in ident, redu e its pri e to


rate(s)
pj = max
max
:
i2B s2seg(fji )
i

This event happens if the a tive subgraph
ontains buyer i with rate(s) = (i) for s 2 seg (f0i ),
where returned(s) < value(s). (This event happens
in one of two ways: First, buyer i with a partially
returned segment just moved to the a tive subgraph.
Se ond, as pri es in rease, the bang per bu k of i dereased to the point where she is equally happy leaving
with money orresponding to segment s unspent. In
either ase, the algorithm must return money orresponding to s before it an raise pri es of goods.) The
algorithm starts raising returned(s) ontinuously until
one of two events happens:
Event 1:



Event 2: As pri es in rease, a subset of A2 may go
tight. If so, subroutine freeze is alled to re ompute
the frozen and a tive subgraphs.
Event 3: For buyers in B2 , goods in A1 are be oming more and more desirable (sin e their pri es are not
hanging, whereas pri es of goods in A2 are in reasing). As a result, a segment s 2 seg(fji ); i 2 B2 ; j 2
A1 may enter into the urrent partition of buyer i, Q(i) .
When this happens, edge (i; j ) is added to the equality
subgraph. As a result, A1 is not tight anymore, and
therefore subroutine freeze is alled to re ompute the
frozen and a tive subgraphs.
i
Event 4: Suppose i 2 B1 has a segment s 2 seg(fj )
allo ated to it, where j 2 A2 . Be ause the pri e of j
is in reasing, at some point the bang per bu k of this
segment may equal i , i.e., segment s enters i's urrent
partition. When this happens, we will deallo ate segment s, i.e., subtra t value(s) from allo ated(j ) and
from spent(i) and add edge (i; j ) to the a tive subgraph. Sin e m(j ) in reases, A1 is not tight anymore,
and therefore subroutine freeze is alled to re ompute
the frozen and a tive subgraphs.

Algorithm 1 is summarized below. This algorithm raises
variables ontinuously at two pla es; we rst need to repla e these with dis rete pro edures. Compute the minimum value of x at whi h ea h of the four events takes pla e,
and minimum of these is the event that happens rst. For
Events 1, 3 and 4, the omputation is straightforward. Let
x be the value of x at whi h Event 2 happens. We give
a pro edure for omputing x in Se tion 4.4. Also, let y 
be the value of returned(s) at whi h Event 1(a) o urs. In
Se tion 4.4 we give a pro edure for omputing y  as well.

Initialization:

8j 2 A; pj 1=n;
8i 2 B; i rate(s)=good(s); s 2 Q(i) ;
Compute equality subgraph G;
8j 2 A if degG (j ) = 0 then n
o

pj maxi2B maxs2seg(fji ) ratei(s)
Re ompute G;
(A1 ; B1 ) (;; ;) (The frozen subgraph);
(A2 ; B2 ) (A; B ) (The a tive subgraph);
while A2 6= ; do
x 1;
De ne 8j 2 A2 , pri e of j to be pj x;
Raise x ontinuously until one of four events happens:
i
if rate(s) = (i), for s 2 seg(f0 ) with returned (s) <
value(s) then
Start raising returned(s) ontinuously until
returned(s) = value(s)
or the following events happens:
if S  A2 goes tight then
Call freeze;
if S  A2 goes tight then
Call freeze;
if segment, s, orresponding to i 2 B2 , j 2 A1
enters Q(i) , then
Add (i; j ) to G with ij = value(s);
Call freeze;
if allo ated segment, s, orresponding to i 2 B1 ,
j 2 A2 enters Q(i) , then
Deallo ate s;
Add (i; j ) to G with ij = value(s);
Call freeze;

Lemma 14. The a tive and frozen subgraphs satisfy Invariant 2. Furthermore, the a tive subgraph satis es:
8S  A2 : p(S ) a(S ) < best(S );
and the frozen subgraph satis es:
p(A1 ) a(A1 ) = m(B1 ):
4.4 Computing x and y  : min-cuts in

parametric networks
For simpli ity of notation, assume that the a tive subgraph is (A; B ). Throughout this se tion, p will denote
pri es at the beginning of the urrent phase, i.e., at x = 1.
We rst show how to ompute x , the value of x at whi h
Event 2 o urs, i.e., a new set goes tight. Let S   A denote
the tight set. In N (p; a; s), repla e the apa ities of edges
(s; j ); j 2 A, by pj  x allo ated(j ) to obtain the parametri
network N 0 (p; a; s). By Invariant 2, at x = 1, (s; A [ B [ t)
is a min- ut in N 0 (p; a; s).
Lemma 15. The smallest value of x at whi h a new minut appears in N 0 (p; a; s) is given by
x = min best(S ) + a(S ) ;
;6=S A
p(S )
and the unique maximal set minimizing the above expression
is S  .

4.3 Subroutine freeze
Subroutine freeze operates as follows: Via max- ow, nd
a min- ut in N (p; a; s) that maximizes the number of verti es in the s side (there is a unique su h maximal min- ut).
Let it be (s[A1 [B1 ; A2 [B2 [t) 2 . Clearly, B1 = bestT(A1 ).
Corresponding to ea h edge onne ting A1 to (A1 ) B1 ,
allo ate goods.
As a result of this allo ation, there may be buyers in B2
that do not have any equality edges in ident at them (however, by the maximality of the ut found, they must have
money left over). For ea h su h buyer i, ompute her partitions relative to urrent pri es and in lude edges orresponding to the rst unallo ated partition. If none of these
edges is in ident at a good in A1 , subroutine freeze halts.
Otherwise, it starts all over again to nd a min- ut in the
modi ed network.
Before returning, subroutine freeze partitions the equality subgraph into two: frozen and a tive. The frozen subgraph onsists of the bipartition (A1 ; B1 ) and the a tive subgraph onsists of (A2 ; B2 ).
Observe that buyers in B1 may desire goods in A2 . By

A

16. The following hold:
If x  x , then (s; A [ B [ t) is a min- ut in N 0 (p; a; s).
If x > x , then for any min- ut (s [ A1 [ B1 ; A2 [ B2 [ t)
in N 0 (p; a; s), S   A1 .

Lemma




Algorithm 1:

2 Throughout this paper, we will assume that A ; A
1 2
and B1 ; B2  B .

Lemma 14, the pri es of these goods an be raised without
violating Invariant 2. As soon as this happens, buyers in B1
who have equality edges to goods in A2 will not be interested
in these goods anymore, and su h edges an be dropped.
The frozen and a tive graphs are hen e de oupled. After
these hanges, the following holds:

For i 2 B , denote the sum of apa ities of edges in ident
at i in N (p; a; s) by (i). De ne m0 (i) = minfm(i); (i)g,
and m0 to be the ve tor onsisting of m0 (i); i 2 B . Observe
that repla ing m by m0 in N (p; a; s) does not hange the
min- ut or its apa ity. De ne N 00 (p; a; s) to be the network
obtained by repla ing m by m0 in N 0 (p; a; s). The reason
for working with m0 is that the ut (s [ A [ B1 ; B2 [ t) has
the same apa ity as the ut (s [ A [ B; t). This property
will be used riti ally in the next lemma.
Lemma 17. Set x = (m0 (B ) + a(A))=p(A) and nd the
minimal min- ut in N 00 (p; a; s) (i.e., the unique min- ut
minimizing the s side). Let it be (s [ A1 [ B1 ; A2 [ B2 [ t). If
A1 = B1 = ; then x = x and S  = A. Otherwise, x > x
and A1 is a proper subset of A.
Lemma 18. x and S  an be found using n max- ow
omputations.
Next, we show in ase of Event 1 how to determine whether
Event 1(a) or Event 1(b) o urs, and in the former ase, how
to ompute y  . Compute pri es of all goods for the urrent
value of x, and let them be denoted by p0 . Let a denote all

for ed allo ations made so far. Compute the money returned
to buyers; for i, assume that segment s is fully returned.
Let s0 denote the ve tor of money spent. Constru t network
N (p0 ; a; s0 ) and nd a maximal min- ut in it. If (s; A [ B [ t)
is the only min- ut in it, then Event 1(b) o urs, i.e., the
entire money orresponding to segment s an be returned to
i without a set going tight. Next assume that the maximal
min- ut in the network is (s [ A1 [ B1 ; A2 [ B2 [ t), with
A1 6= ;. If so, Event 1(a) o urs. Clearly, the pro edure
stated above uses one max- ow omputation.
Lemma 19. If Event 1(b) o urs,

y = value(s) (p0 (A1 ) a(A1 ) (m(B1 )+ (A1 ; (A1 ) B1 )):
4.5 Termination with market clearing prices
Observe that despite the return poli y, the algorithm monotoni ally keeps raising pri es of goods, and this provides us
with a natural measure of progress { the di eren e between
total money possessed by buyers (after taking into onsideration money returned) and the sum of the pri es of all
goods. When this di eren e be omes zero, all goods must
be frozen, and the algorithm terminates. If Invariants 1 and
2 hold, terminating pri es are market learing.
Let M denote the total amount of money possessed by
the buyers, U denote the largest rate of a segment, and Z
denote the total number of segments in all spe i ed utility
fun tions. Let  = nU n . Let us partition the running of
the algorithm into phases { ea h phase ends when a new set
goes tight, i.e., Event 1(a) or Event 2 o urs. Partition ea h
phase into iterations { ea h iteration ends when Event 3 or
Event 4 happens.
Observe that if Event 1(b) o urs while returning money
orresponding to segment s, then this segment will never
be onsidered again. Hen e the number of o urren es of
Event 1(b) is bounded by the number of segments in fun tions f0i , for all i, whi h in turn is bounded by Z . Ea h iteration requires omputation of x , Lemma 17, whi h requires
n max- ow omputations. The total number of max- ow
omputations exe uted by subroutine freeze in a phase is
bounded by the total number of for ed allo ations and is
 Z . Hen e we get:
Theorem 20. Algorithm 1 terminates with market learing pri es and exe utes at most O(M 2 (Z + n2 )) max- ow
omputations.
4.6 Establishing polynomial running time
We next present Algorithm 2 whi h is a polynomial time
implementation of Algorithm 1. The only di eren e between
the two algorithms is the way a a tive set is de ned at the
start of a phase and the manner in whi h it is updated in
ea h iteration. Algorithm 2 in ludes in the a tive subgraph
only those buyers that have a large surplus so that substantial progress an be guaranteed in a phase. We will need
the notion of a balan ed ow from [7℄ in order to spe ify the
a tive subgraph pre isely.
Given ow f in the network N (p; a; s) let R(p; a; s; f )
denote the residual graph w.r.t. f . De ne the surplus of
buyer i, i (p; f ), to be the residual apa ity of the edge
(i; t) with respe t to f , i.e., mi minus the ow sent through
the edge (i; t). The surplus ve tor is de ned to be (p; f ) :=
( 1 (p; f ); 2 (p; f ); : : : ; n (p; f )). Let kv k denote the l2 norm
of ve tor v . A balan ed ow in network N (p; a; s) is a maximum ow that minimizes k (p; f )k.

Property 1 If there is a path from node i 2 B to node
j 2 B in R(p; a; s; f ) then i (p; f )  j (p; f ).
Property 1 helps hara terize balan ed ows as follows;
the proof is identi al to that in Theorem 17 in [6℄:
A maximum ow f in network N (p; a; s) is balan ed i it
satis es Property 1. Moreover, any two balan ed ows have
the same surplus ve tor. We let this surplus ve tor be (p).

Lemma 21. A balan ed ow an be omputed in network
N (p; a; s) using n0 max- ow omputations.
Proof. Let S = m
(p a) denote the total surplus,
and let sav = S=n0 denote the average surplus. Subtra t
sav money from all buyers to obtain network N 0 from network N (p; a; s). Compute a maximal min- ut in N 0 , say
(s [ A1 [ B1 ; A2 [ B2 [ t). In ase A1 = A, the surplus ve tor
is unique. Otherwise, for ea h edge (i; j ), i 2 (A1 ) \ B2 , j 2
A1 , make the orresponding for ed allo ation, and then partition the equality subgraph into two: (A1 ; B1 ) and (A2 ; B2 ).
Compute balan ed ows in ea h separately. (In ase one of
these graphs is empty, we need to ompute a balan ed ow
in only one graph; however, below we will deal with the
general ase.)
We will show that the surplus of buyers in B1 is  sav
and the surplus of buyers in B2 is > sav . We will prove
the se ond fa t only; the proof of the rst fa t is analogous.
The proof is by ontradi tion. Let C  B2 be the set of
buyers having smallest surplus and let D  A be (C ). By
Property 1, there are no residual paths from B2 C to C .
Hen e all ow from D \ A2 goes through C ; say this ow is
. Furthermore, observe that edges going from D [ A1 to
C must form part of the for ed allo ation made above and
hen e are fully saturated. Let this ow be . Therefore, the
ow going from C to t is + . Now the apa ity of edges
from C to t in the previous situation, i.e., on subtra ting
sav money from ea h buyer, is < + . Therefore, in this
situation, moving C and D to B1 and A1 , respe tively, will
result in a smaller ut, ontradi ting the minimality of ut
found. This proves that ea h buyer in B2 has surplus > sav .
Now onsider the union of the two balan ed ows. We
will show that it is a balan ed ow in N (p; a; s). For this it
suÆ es to show that there are no residual paths from B1 to
B2 in the residual graph of the union ow, sin e there are
no residual paths from low surplus to high surplus buyers
within B1 or within B2 by Property 1. Two observations
prove this:

 All edges from A1 to B2 are involved in for ed allo a-

tions made above and so are fully saturated and therefore annot provide a path from B1 to B2 .

 Edges from A2 to B1 arry no ow, and hen e are all

dire ted from A2 to B1 in the residual graph. Therefore, these edges also annot provide a path from B1
to B2 .

The argument given above naturally suggests a divide and
onquer method for omputing a balan ed ow in N (p; a; s):
subtra t sav money from ea h buyer and ompute minimal
min- ut to determine the two partitions. Make for ed alloations and then re ursively ompute balan ed ows in ea h
partition.
We next de ne subroutine freeze2 whi h plays a role analogous to that of subroutine freeze. Subroutine freeze2 uses

the divide and onquer pro edure outlined in Lemma 21 to
ompute a balan ed ow in network N (p; a; s); it makes
the required for ed allo ations in the pro ess. As a result
of for ed allo ations, there may be buyers that do not have
equality edges in ident at them. If ea h buyer has equality subgraph edges in ident at it, subroutine freeze2 halts.
Otherwise, for ea h buyer not having su h edges, it omputes the urrent partition of this buyer and adds edges
orresponding to it. freeze2 goes ba k to re omputing a
balan ed ow in the resulting network.
The four events exe uted by Algorithm 1 are also exe uted
by Algorithm 2, and the onditions that trigger them are
also identi al. The only di eren e is in the de nition of
a tive subgraph at the beginning of a phase and the manner
in whi h it is modi ed with ea h event. We give these details
below.
At the beginning of a phase, Algorithm 2 omputes a balan ed ow in network N (p; a; s). Let Æ be the maximum
surplus of a buyer in this ow and let B2  B be the set of
buyers having this surplus. Let A2  A be the set of goods
that are adja ent to these buyers in the equality subgraph.
Then, the starting a tive subgraph is (A2 ; B2 ). The algorithm starts raising pri es of goods in A2 as in Algorithm
1.
We next give the a tions to be taken in ea h event.
 Event 1(a): The urrent phase omes to an end.
 Event 1(b): The money orresponding to segment s
is fully returned.
 Event 2: The urrent phase omes to an end.
 Event 3: Add edge (i; j ) (dire ted from j to i and
having apa ity s)) to the equality subgraph and all
subroutine freeze2. The new a tive subgraph onsists of all buyers and goods that have a residual path
in R(p; a; s; f ) fs; tg to the urrent a tive subgraph
(and ontains the urrent a tive subgraph).
 Event 4: Same as Event 3, ex ept that edge (i; j )
is dire ted from i to j (sin e s) amount of ow has
already been sent from j to i).
Let's analyze its running time. Event 3 an happen at
most n times, be ause ea h time a new good enters the
equality subgraph. Event 4 an happen at most Z times,
sin e any segment an be deallo ated at most on e in a
phase. The total number of exe utions of subroutine freeze2
in a phase is O(Z + n); ea h exe ution requiring n max- ow
omputations.
The following lemma follows almost immediately from [7℄.
Lemma 22. ([7℄) If p0 is the pri e ve tor at the beginning
 the pri e ve tor after t phases, then
of the algorithm
 and p 
k
(p0 )k
2
t = O n log k (p )k .
Hen e the total number of phases is bounded by


O n2 log (2 M ) = O n2 (log n + n log U + log M ) :
Hen e we get
Theorem 23. Algorithm 2 nds market learing pri es
for the spending onstraint model using

O n3 (n + Z )(log n + n log U + log M )
max- ow omputations.

5. EXTENSIONS TO CONTINUOUS
FUNCTIONS
5.1 The Fisher setting
We de ne an approximate market equilibrium by relaxing
the Market Clearing ondition.
Definition 24

(Approximate Market Equilibrium).

A pri e ve tor p is an -approximate market equilibrium if
neither de ien y nor surplus of goods is too high in value:
X

j 2A

jj (p) pj j  

X

j 2A

pj :

We now give an algorithm for the Fisher setting when the
rate fun tions are ni e. Assume that the algorithm is given
ora le a ess to the fji 's. The algorithm is simple: approximate the given fun tions with step fun tions where all the
segments are of length . More pre isely, Fji (x) := fji (d x e)
is the required approximation. Now run Algorithm 2 with
Fji 's as input, and return the pri e ve tor thus obtained, say
i
p. Let Mj be the money that buyer i spends on good j when
he buys the optimal bundle at pri es p (w.r.t the fun tions
fji 's), and Mij be the money that i spends on j a ording to
Algorithm 2. (Note that the Fji 's are step fun tions, so there
need not be a unique optimal bundle. Hen e we onsider the
allo ation given by Algorithm 2.) We show that Mij is in
fa t a good approximation to Mji as in the following lemma:
Lemma

25. Let Mji and Mij be as de ned above. Let n =

jAj. Then,
8 i 2 B; j 2 A; Mij n  Mji  Mij + :
(3)
Proof. Let nij := bMji = , i.e., nij   Mji < (nij + 1). If
we show that nij   Mij , then we get that Mji  Mij + :

We may assume that 0 < nij , sin e otherwise the inequality
trivially follows.
Note that we hose our approximation Fji of fji su h that
Fji (x)  fji (x) for all x. Therefore maxj 2A Fji (Mij )=pj is
 i = fji (Mji )=pj sin e 0 < nij . Therefore Fji (Mij ) 
fji (Mji )  fji (nij ) = Fji (nij ), by the de nition of Fji . Sin e
Fji is non-in reasing,
we getPthat nij   Mij .
P
Re all that j 2A Mij = j 2A Mji = e(i). Therefore, for
P
any j , Mij Mji = j 0 2A;j 0 =6 j (Mji0 Mij 0 )  n:
P

P

Note that i2B Mji = j (p) (by de nition) and i2B Mij =
pj (sin e p is market learing for the Fji 's). Now summing
(3) over all i 2 B , we get that 8 j 2 A; pj n0 n  j (p) 
pj + n0 ; where n0 = jB j. Therefore,
jj (p) pj j  n0 n:
(4)
0
Summing over all j 2 A, we get that p is indeed an n n2 approximate market equilibrium, sin e the pri es are all at
least 1.
We have a tually proved a stronger version of approximation, i.e.,  is omponent-wise lose to p, and that the error
is absolute (additive). The de nition only needed that the
respe tive sums be lose, and the error be relative (multipli ative). In fa t, more is true: that the allo ation returned
by the algorithm (i.e., i spends Mij on j ,) is almost optimal
w.r.t the fji 's. We leave the details of this to the full version
[5℄.

5.2 The Arrow-Debreu Setting
We rst extend Algorithm 2 to the Arrow-Debreu setting
with step fun tions. Note that the main di eren e in the
Arrow-Debreu setting is that the in ome of a buyer, e(i),
is not onstant. It is a fun tion of p. This diÆ ulty is
over ome in Algorithm 3, whi h is as follows:
Start with pri es pj = 1 8 j , and ompute all the
e(i)'s. Now run Algorithm 2 with these e(i)'s
xed, until we nd a p su h that j (p)j is3 at
most n. Let one su h run be alled an epo h.
At the end of an epo h, re ompute the e(i)'s and
repeat, unless p is an -approximate equilibrium.
We show that the number of epo hs needed so that one is
guaranteed an -approximate equilibrium is at most 1=2 .
Let P denote the sum of the pri es of all the goods, and
M denote the sum of the in omes of all the buyers at any
point of time in the algorithm. Let f (by abuse of notation)
be allo ated(A)+ the value of a max- ow in the network
N (p; a; s).
Lemma 26. A pri e p is 2-approximate market learing
if w.r.t. p, P f  P .
Lemma 27. The value of P
f at the end of ea h subsequent epo h does not in rease.
Proof. Note that for ea h good j , the value of P
f
ontributed by j is the residual apa ity of the edge (s; j ),
i.e., pj fj , where fj is allo ated(j )+ the ow in the edge
(s; j ). We will argue that at the end of ea h epo h, pj fj
never in reases. Suppose that pj in reased in that epo h.
Sin e Algorithm 2 only in reases the pri es of those goods j
whose (s; j ) edge is saturated, pj fj is zero.
So we may assume that pj remained the same in that
epo h. Sin e no pri es are de reased, and the in omes have
in reased, all the segments of j that were (partially or fully)
lled in the earlier epo h will still be lled to at least the
same extent in the new epo h as well. Hen e pj fj does
not in rease.

28. If at the end of an epo h, either P M  n
 n , then p is a 4-approximate equilibrium.
Proof. Note that j (p)j is a tually equal to M
f.
Hen e, at the end of ea h epo h, M f  n. Sin e, we
start with pri es all 1, P f  n to begin with. Sin e
from Lemma 27, P f does not in rease at the end of ea h
subsequent epo h, P f  n at the end of ea h epo h.
Now suppose that P M  n, then P f = (P M ) +
(M f )  2n  2P : On the other hand, if P  n , then
n  P . So P f  n  P : The result now follows from
Lemma

or P

Lemma 26.

If in ea h epo h P M > n, then after 12 epo hs P 
n , whi h means that we are guaranteed an -approximate

equilibrium within O( 12 ) epo hs.
We now show that the number of phases in ea h epo h is
polynomial. Sin e at the beginning of ea h epo h j (p)j 
P  n= and the epo h ends if j (p)j  n, Lemma 22
says that there are O(n2 log n ) phases in ea h epo h. Moreover, ea h phase needs O(n(n + Z )) max- ow omputations.
Hen e we get the following theorem:
3 jvj denotes the l -norm of the ve tor v.
1

Theorem 29. Algorithm 3 nds an -approximate equi3
librium using O n (n2+Z ) log n max- ow omputations.

We an extend this algorithm to the ontinuous ase as in
the Fisher setting, the only di eren e being that we use Algorithm 3, whi h only gives an  approximate equilibrium.
It an be shown that the omposition of the two algorithms
is still  approximate. For details, see [5℄.
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